5

Simple Ways
To Attract
High-Paying
Clients This
Week!

By Elizabeth Purvis

Founder, Goddess Business School®

Message From Elizabeth
Whether you’re just starting out or you’ve
been in business for years… clients and
cash are the lifeblood of your business!
Yet if you’re like many women we meet
at Goddess Business School® before
they step into our programs, you often
find yourself saying…
“Where are the clients, and how do I get
them to PAY me?”
We know how frustrating it is to have a big
dream, a deep desire to serve and create a
lifestyle you love… but you can’t find the clients.
That’s why we’ve put this guide together for you.
You’re about to discover some of our very best stuff on how to attract and enroll clients
fast.
These are some of the same strategies that our clients have been using for years to add
$5,000-$10,000 to their business every month.
Put these into action and you’ll always have a way to enroll new clients, anytime you
wish – no “perfect” niche, website or business cards required.
Enjoy! And let us know how it goes. Connect with us on Facebook at Goddess Business
School® or drop us a note at teamgoddess@goddessbusinessschool.com.
Love and magic,
Elizabeth
PS: Want more help on how to consistently attract high-paying clients and create a
money-making business you LOVE?
At Goddess Business School®, we meet you where YOU are. Our programs include
world-class homestudy courses, private coaching and our premiere business mentoring
program, The Essentials Training.
Ready to get started? Find out more about how we can help and enjoy a free
30-minute Income & Impact session with one of our trained coaches:

www.GoddessBusinessSchool.com/ii-sessions
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At Goddess Business School®, we’re passionate about empowering
you to make phenomenal money. Here’s why…
Years ago when I started my business, I had NO idea how to get clients. Once I quit
my J-O-B (without a backup plan, I might add), I was thrust into “figure it out” mode.
Website, business name, tag line, what did I offer that people would pay for…
Well, fast forward and 2 years later, I was still trying to “figure it out” – only by that time,
I’d burned through all of our savings and had been racking up debt on our credit
cards for over a year.
That’s when I hit a wall…
I was washing dishes in our little sink in our apartment in Brooklyn. With soapy water
up to my elbows, I made an all-or-nothing decision. I vowed to get clients, no matter
what. I also vowed to master money and manifestation, because true freedom is the
ability to create anything you Desire, whenever you desire.
Within 30 days, I enrolled 9 new clients and created almost $20,000 in new and booked
income.
The experience completely changed my life. It opened my eyes to the
transformational power of money. All of a sudden, I could show up for my purpose and
help others like never before – all while loving my life!
Less than 2 years later, Goddess Business School® was born, and since then
we’ve trained thousands of conscious women entrepreneurs worldwide
with the skills to make phenomenal money while serving others in the
highest way.

At Goddess Business School®, we believe that that
awakening conscious women are ready to be RICH.
We believe that the world needs new models of what it means
to have money, and it’s spiritual women entrepreneurs who
stand positioned to bring this healing forward.
What if the wealth of the world was in the hands of giving,
empowered conscious women?
It’s a breathtaking possibility that starts with YOU – learning how to
attract clients and creating a profitable business that delivers YOUR
personal brand of transformation to those you’re meant to serve.
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Are You Ready To Get High-Paying Clients This Week?
Hooray! First let’s get clear on ONE thing:
The clients you want are already here.
And they’re closer than you think.
How do I know? Because it’s a spiritual law that if you have a sincere desire to be, do
or have something in your life, the way for it to be made manifest must ALSO be
present at the same time. (This is called the Law of Polarity.)
The Sufi poet Rumi reminds us, “That which you seek is also seeking you.”
This is true of your clients. If you have a sincere desire to get clients,
the clients you seek are seeking you.
Want some numbers to back it up?
According to Forbes magazine (quoting the independent
research firm Marketdata Enterprises), $11 billion was spent
on self-improvement books, seminars, and coaching in
America alone in 2008. And that number has gone UP.
That’s about $35 spent on self improvement for each
person in the United States (population 313.9 million in 2012).
People want what you offer and are willing to pay for it.
With so many people investing money in their transformation,
doesn’t it only make SENSE that some of them are close to you
right now?
The clients you want are already here!
“So where are they?” you might be asking. Keep reading…
In this report, you’ll discover the 5 simple ways to enroll clients this week. These are
Power Ideas you can implement now, no matter where you are in business.
PLUS we’ve included a bunch of bonus Power Ideas, because that’s just how we roll.
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Want to guarantee you get new clients in the next week? Here’s how…
Make an all-or-nothing decision and take action.
When I finally hit the wall after struggling for 2 years, what REALLY brought in that first
$20,000 payday was NOT the “tactics” and “strategies,” but my all-or-nothing decision
to make my business work.
If you study the lives of successful entrepreneurs, you’ll find that they ALL have one
thing in common: a turning point, where there was no looking back.
Because your clients are already here, at least ONE of the following 10+ power ideas
(the 5 simple ways and then some) WILL work for you… IF you make a decision.
Start with the first one on the list (it’s how so many of our clients get their first – or next! –
clients so quickly).
Want more clients? Do them all.
If you’ve been struggling to make your business take off, you need to make a
DECISION, too. And there’s no better time than right now.

What DECISION are you making and what income breakthrough are you
CLAIMING?
Write your declaration here:

“I am so happy and grateful now that I’ve enrolled _______ [number
of] new clients at a fee of $_________________ each for total
revenue of $_____________________.”
SIGNED:
________________________________________________
(Your Name)

Woo HOO!! Now let’s dive in…
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1. Make A Personal Invitation
Have you ever found yourself saying, “I don’t have a list!!”
You DO have a list. It’s made up of the people in your world, right now.
Whether you’re just starting out or you’ve been in business for years, the very best
source of clients is your current circle – the people in your world who already know you
and love you. These could be:
Current clients (they will want MORE of what you offer)
Past clients (ditto)
Friends
Associates
Colleagues
People you meet at networking meetings
People you meet wherever you’re hanging out
If you’ve been in business for a while and have clients, your client base is the first place
you should go when you want new clients. If you’re new, look to friends, associates,
colleagues and the people you network with.
Remember, your clients are in your world already! So don’t discount this simple
strategy.
This is how our clients sign on clients so quickly, and at Goddess Business School®, we
do this too – all the time.
Below are samples of word-for-word emails that you can copy and send to the people
in your world to personally invite them into a conversation with you about working together.
Bonus POWER Idea: Call past or current clients and make a “first dibs” offer on your
latest program.
-----Personal Email 1:
Subject: Thought of you…
Hi, [name],
Hope all is well! I wanted to reach out to you personally because I think this is
something you might be interested in.
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One big problem I’ve noticed many spiritual solopreneurs struggle with is they fail to
see opportunities right in front of them to get some clients. They’re often so busy setting
up all the marketing that they’re “supposed” to be doing, they miss the chances to
serve and profit that are just there waiting for them. (This is true whether a person is
new in business or just starting out.)
As you know, I love being of service to passionate entrepreneurs like you! So I’ve
created a special 45-minute session to help with this problem, my new Attract Clients
Now Breakthrough Session.
For a limited time only, I’ll be gifting these sessions to select people in my circle. This
month, I have 5 sessions available. When I thought of who might benefit from a session,
I thought of you.
If you would like to have one of these spots, simply go here to schedule a time in my
online calendar [insert link to TimeTrade or FullSlate] before [DEADLINE]. I would love for
one of those sessions to be yours if it feels right for you!
Bright blessings & massive success,
Elizabeth
Personal Email 2:
You can modify this copy slightly to create a script to say on the phone, or for an email
to “people who know people” who would be great for your program.
Subject: Thought of you…
Hi [name] –
Hope all is well! I wanted to reach out to you personally because I think this is
something you might be interested in.
I’ve just created something that I’m really excited about. I’ve created a brand new
way to work with my clients so that they can…[insert results of your program].
The best part is, working in this way creates forward movement very quickly!
When I designed this special program, I had you in mind.
Simply drop me a line if you’d like to hear more! I’d love to share this with you.
Best,
[Your Name]
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“16 Breakthrough Sessions and increased my sales
by 50% in the first month of the program…”
Before the program, I had been working to build my
business for over 3 years. I had a clear vision for how I
want to help women build beautiful, feminine and
profitable businesses, yet I was still struggling myself. I had
invested a lot of money in one-on-one coaching and group
programs trying to get clear on my messaging, yet I lacked the
foundation of knowing how to actually get clients and create income.
This was making it almost impossible to attract and enroll clients.
Get Clients in 30 Days was the best investment I have ever made. Thanks to
Elizabeth’s teaching and support, I finally found the clarity I had been seeking
on who I am meant to serve and how to communicate it.
I learned everything I needed to know about how to find, attract and enroll
clients. I generated 16 Breakthrough Sessions and increased my sales by 50%
in the first month of the program. Using the skills I learned, I have been able to
repeat this consistently. So far I have generated $18k from what I learned from
Elizabeth. She is the best coach ever!
The energy of my business has completely changed. Now my ideal clients are
finding their way to me, bigger opportunities are coming to me, and I am well
on my way to six figures this year!
Carolin Hauser
www.CarolinHauser.com
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2. Ask For Referrals
In your personal circle, there will always be people who would make a great client for
you. But what do you do with everyone else?
Simple! Ask them to share you work with THEIR people.
When you know who you work with (your ideal client) and what pressing problem you
help them solve, everyone you know could either be a client or KNOW someone who
could be a client. All you have to do is ASK.
Asking for referrals is a great way to get comfortable talking about your business with
people who love you already. So call at least 5 of your friends, colleagues, past clients
or mastermind partners and let them know you’re accepting referrals.
Here’s a basic script:
“My client base is growing steadily, including through referrals. Who do you
know might benefit from knowing how to [GET RESULT YOU OFFER]? I would love
for them to have one of these complimentary [XYZ] Breakthrough Sessions.”
Bonus POWER Idea:
Partner with a colleague who offers a complimentary service; offer a free Break
through Session to all their current or past clients. (A well-known mentor followed
this strategy to launch her business with no list and no website; she was booked
2.5 months in advance selling dozens of her $2k program!)
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“$8579 in less than 24 hours!”
Before working with Elizabeth I was confused about which
direction to take with my business. Recognizing the value
of my healing gifts and who I came to serve is one thing,
but how to put it all together in a comprehensive plan that
is doable, deliverable and profitable?
Elizabeth is gifted at this and it’s why I joined her Goddess
Business School®, not once but twice. Working with Elizabeth, I created my signature system the Marketing Healer Toolkit. Then I gave my first LIVE
3-hour signature workshop: Exploring Money, Marketing & Meaning through
SoulCollage® at the facilitator’s conference.
My return on investment has shown up in not only confidence but also in
dollars. At the conference I sold 6 private VIP Virtual retreat packages and 8
Marketing for Healers Toolkits making $8,579 in less than 24 hours!
Thank you, Elizabeth, for your mentorship and guidance!
Michele Grace Lessirard, Founder, the Global Alliance of Shamanic Women
Entrepreneurs, Vero Beach, Florida
www.AsWeConnect.com

“I keep implementing the strategies I learned
to create consistent results.”
I’ve transitioned to a different way of working that enables
me to create amazing income while working a lot less. I
turned my Moon Goddess fertility-enhancing yoga &
meditation practice into a digital product that creates
passive income. My private fees are 3x what I used to charge,
and I have clients from as far away as Sweden who happily pay
to work with me because I am the author of my own signature system.
Now I am crystal clear on who I’m talking to and what problem I’m solving. I
also know what it takes to create revenue and I keep implementing the
strategies I learned in Goddess Business School® over and over to create
consistent results. It has really given me a clear focus, as well as the step-bystep roadmap for where I needed to go next in my business.
Zahra Haji
Creatrix of the #1 fertility yoga practice with a 50% success rate
www.yogagoddess.ca
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3. Meet New People At A Networking Event, Seminar or Workshop
Did you know that our brains can only “hold” and keep track of about 250 people at
the same time?
That’s a lot of people to reach out to with personal invites and to ask for referrals.
Nonetheless, if you want to grow your business, at some point you’ll need to meet new
people. That’s where networking comes in.
You might be asking, “Oh no! Do I REALLY have to network?”
Yes! Even in our digital age, successful online businesses have a personal, 1-on-1
component to them – i.e., they are having 1-on-1 conversations to enroll clients.
If you want to have a thriving, money-making business doing what you love, you need
to get out from behind the computer and talk to people. Networking is something
everyone can do and is the PERFECT way to hone your skills in this area.
The best way to make networking work for you is to find 3-4 events you can attend
every month, then go consistently. Remember, workshops and seminars are great
opportunities for networking too!
Here are some power tips our clients use to consistently turn networking events into
$1,000-$5,000+ paydays:
Give first. We’ve all been to networking events where people are in the weird
“getting” energy. Stay out of that and show up to GIVE. Remember, your clients
are already here. You don’t have to “get” what is already there!
Be prepared. Have your Compelling Marketing Message (“So what do you
do” statement), your Breakthrough Session offer and your networking plan of
action straight. That way you can show up and focus on others.
Keep moving. Being of service doesn’t mean getting sucked into long
conversations with people who are not a fit for you. Give generously, and move
on when the “arc” of the interaction is complete.
Grab the mic. Back in the day, I used to generate thousands of dollars in
business from networking events, even when I was just starting out. How did I do
it? Simple. Whenever I had the opportunity to share my Compelling Marketing
Message with the whole room, I took it. The people who resonated would
come to ME.
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Go for the ask. If you don’t ask, you won’t get. Here’s a ninja question that
paves the way for you to invite someone into a conversation with you about
your services:
“If I could show you how to [result], would you like to hear more about it?”

“Today I confidently charge and receive $30,000 for
one semester of coaching…”
Based on Elizabeth’s teaching and materials, I developed a
script that lays out the exact flow of my enrollment
conversations - and it works!
I now have a much bigger vision for what my business can be. In
the future, I will not just limit my service to high paying individual clients, but I
am beginning to think about offers that leverage my time and provide value
at a lower price point.
Elizabeth’s approach maps out a step-by-step development path for
growing a sustainable business. I feel a lot less overwhelm because I see how
each step builds on the next. Elizabeth has a way of teaching the material
that feels light and doable. And seeing all the other program members openly
share their challenges and successes in the Facebook community has been
deeply inspiring.
Today I confidently charge and receive $30,000 for one semester of individual
coaching. After having had the third client sign at this rate, I know it is not
“luck” but I now trust in my ability to lead transformational enrollment
conversations. This source of income frees me up to be selective about which
corporate engagements I accept, and has given me the space to finish the
last two chapters of my forthcoming book and video course, which I am really
excited about!
Nadjeschda Taranczewski
Psychologist and Master Certified Coach
www.circumplex-coaching.net
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4. Create A Survey
May I share a NINJA secret to discovering what your ideal clients will REALLY pay for?
… * drumroll * …
ASK them!
One of sneakiest points of self-sabotage for business owners is thinking they know what
their clients want when they don’t really know. This can lead to TONS of lost time,
money and opportunities.
We’ve all had that experience of pouring our heart and soul into a program, only to
have nobody buy. If you’re struggling to attract clients, it may be that what you’re
offering isn’t hitting the mark with them.
The solution? Find out what your clients want using… the Easiest 3-Question Interview
Ever.
Here are the questions:
Opener: Tell me about your [business / health / love life].
What is your biggest fear or frustration?
What have you tried, and how did it work?
What is the specific result or outcome that you want to achieve? (Alternate
wording: What is the situation you want to be in? – or – What do you want
reality to look like? )
Do even 3-4 of these mini client interviews and you’ll be soooo ahead of the game.
You’ll know their words, speak their language… and have created trust with some
potential clients!
Here’s how to use these interviews to invite people into Breakthrough Sessions (where
you’ll find out what they’re looking for and offer your program if it’s a fit):
Simply say:
“I’m revamping my marketing materials and my offerings, and I really value
your opinion. Would you be willing to talk with me for 15 minutes on the phone
to answer a few questions?”
Most people will say yes, because everyone loves to give advice! If that person sounds
like they would be an ideal client for you, you can offer them a free session as a thankyou.
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“Thank you so much for your time today! To show my appreciation, I would love
to gift you with a Breakthrough Session. It’s a special session especially for
[describe the client] who struggle with [describe their problem].”
I’ve filled several programs doing this, or some variation of this.

“3-5 new clients per month at 4 times my old fees!”
Before working with Elizabeth, I was charging by the
hour, one session at a time. My sister and I ran a retail
shop where I offered my services, and it was a struggle to
get clients who would pay me. Closing our doors was a
monthly concern and we were borrowing money left, right
and center just to stay afloat.
Thanks to Elizabeth’s teaching, I learned a valuable system for generating
leads and converting them into clients. I created a free gift that has become
an integral and highly effective part of my enrollment process, and it
essentially does the work itself!
I also learned how to package my services into programs that create amazing
value and results for my clients without creating more work for me. This new
way of working enabled my sister and I to move our business fully online
without any loss of clients. Today I am easily registering 3-5 new clients per
month without having to do almost anything and my program fees are 4 times
what I used to charge for my services!
Elizabeth also showed me how essential it was to allow myself to be supported
in my business and the importance of freeing up my time and energy to serve
more fully. As a result of what Elizabeth taught us about hiring team, I brought
on a client care assistant so that I can focus on what I do best – serving my
clients!
I now have the skills and tools to set and reach my income goals so our
business can thrive.
Amy Sedgwick
Red Tent Sisters
Redtentsisters.com
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5. Follow Up
One of the biggest mistakes that coaches, practitioners, healers and teachers make is
NOT following up with potential clients they’ve talked to before.
All marketing, including personal invites, networking, surveys and having conversations
is an investment of time, energy and attention. Every marketing action is like future
money in the bank!
So by not following up, you’re leaving thousands of dollars on the table.
Following up with your people is NOT pushy. They are busy, just like you. Following up
shows you care and can be counted on. It also takes the work of continuing the
conversation OFF their plate.
If you’ve had ANY conversations with potential clients in the past, you have
opportunities to get clients through following up.
What do you say? Start with this simple script:
“Hello!
I’ve been thinking about you and wanted to reach out. The last time we spoke, you
had expressed an interest in [RESULT] and were struggling with [CHALLENGE].
Just checking in to see how you’re doing with this since we spoke last and if I can
help.”
Here’s what makes this script so effective:
One, it’s non-pushy. You’re just checking in and being of service.
Two, you’re getting your client present to the fact that they likely need help.
Chances are, they haven’t made a lot of headway with solving their problem,
because it’s hard to make lasting transformation without personal support. This
opens the door to picking up the conversation where you left off.
Here are 3 POWER Ideas for getting clients by following up:
Follow up with everyone you’ve had a Breakthrough Session with in the past 90
days and ask them how it’s been going since the last time you talked.
Follow up with all potential client inquiries from the past 90 days and offer your
latest program.
Follow up with everyone you’ve met at an event or networking meeting in the
past 90 days; make them an offer or ask for referrals.
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“I surpassed my Bold Money Goal in 30 days!”
In the first 30 days, I took the bold leap to own my worth
by doubling my fees, shortening my session length, offering only packages and eliminating “dollar for hour” sessions.
The step-by-step process gave me the necessary knowledge
and structure needed to convert workshop attendees into
Breakthrough Sessions then to private clients. Learning to create
packages and programs allowed me to frame my offerings to potential
clients in a clear and concise manner. This was a critical element in motivating potential clients to say “Yes”. This resulted in me surpassing my $5000 bold
money goal in just the 1st month of employing the tools from the program!
One of the biggest shifts for me was learning to embrace the “follow-up.”
Elizabeth stresses how it’s all in the follow-up and she was right. The art of the
“follow up” was the black hole in my business. I learned to detach from the
outcome and shift my thinking. This allowed me to feel empowered and
eager to follow-up with potential clients. Now I have a pipeline and structure
to consistently attract high-paying clients. I have clear monthly bold money
goals and a process to deliver sustained income!
I’m now in the process of monetizing my platinum feminine seduction
program, as well as creating a 2-week teleseminar, a “Rockin’ Self-Image”
Home Study Guide and various audio lessons. This new approach to my
business has allowed my mind to remain focused and has inspired a great
deal of creativity!
Stacey Murphy
Certified Intimacy Coach & Love Mystic
www.theBlissfulLotus.com
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3 More HOT Power Ideas For Getting Clients Fast
Host a House Party.
This is a variation on a traditional workshop that you’d offer at a venue like a retreat
center or yoga studio. It’s a great way to launch your business to your best friends and
colleagues!
Invite 10-12 friends to your house for a party / talk. At the end, simply share openly and
sincerely about your business, then make an offer for Breakthrough Sessions.
You can also host a house party if you have a LOCAL clientele and want to introduce
them to a new offering. One of my past clients did this. She had 5 of her past clients
over to her house for a mini-retreat and at the end, she invited everyone to have a
conversation with her about her next program. All of them took her up on the conversation and at least half of them signed up – a nice $20,000 payday for her.

Send an email to your list, if you have one.
Do you have an email list? One of the fastest ways to get clients is to send an email to
line up some Breakthrough Sessions.
If you’ve been communicating with your list regularly (publishing an ezine or blog), the
people on your list know, like and trust you already. Indeed, some of them have been
WAITING for the chance to work with you.
Send an email letting them know that you’re giving away a limited number of
Breakthrough Sessions, and how to apply.

Add your business to local Internet listings: Yelp, GoogleLocal and YahooLocal.
Many of your potential clients are using services like Yelp, GoogleLocal and
YahooLocal to connect with local providers of transformational services.
Adding yourself to these directories is a simple, zero-cost, uber-practical way to get in
front of your ideal clients. Best part is, your clients come to YOU instead of the other
way around. Try these 3 steps to leverage sites like Yelp, GoogleLocal and YahooLocal:
Add yourself to the listing
Ask current clients, past clients, family and friends to post reviews. (Power tip:
Your peeps want to help but may not know what to write. Give them some
guidelines to make it easy.)
Ask all future clients to post reviews
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“I’ve found my mojo again in my business and my
life! My business is officially moving forward to a
whole new level!”
Before I started Goddess Business School® I could
describe myself and my business in one word - stuck.
I was a great technician with great results, but dealing
with money, sales and marketing was awkward at best.
I’d been in business for 10 years and had a major upper limit
happening financially and emotionally. I knew I was missing
huge opportunities for growth both personally and financially by staying in the
dark about these crucial aspects of my business.
The transformation that I have felt in the last year far exceeds numbers,
percentages or income level, although those have all changed. Since
Goddess Business School® my business is fun, growing and exciting! I have
created the Diva Project, recently launched alexalinton.com, found my
perfect niche, and was a guest expert on my first telesummit.
I’ve created several programs which I love, and my list is growing by the day
with my completely ideal, somebody-pinch-me, high-paying clients who I
completely adore working with. I’m getting a chance to collaborate with
some of my favorite people and receive support on all levels. I’ve found my
mojo again in my business and my life. My business is officially moving forward
to a whole new level!
But, more importantly, I feel different. I feel like someone who matters, who has
something beautiful to offer, something of value, something fabulous. I feel
free to express myself creatively in my business and confident and powerful
enough to bring those visions to life. And now that I’m able to strategize I can
see the big picture. There really is no limit to where I can go and what I can
do. Its exciting stuff!
Alexa Linton
AlexaLinton.com
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Handy Reference:
The 10+ Power Ideas Covered In This Guide
Reach out to at least 10 people you know personally and offer them a
Breakthrough Session.
Call past and current clients and make a “first dibs” offer on your latest program.
Call at least 5 of your friends, clients, colleagues or mastermind partners and let
them know you’re accepting referrals.
Partner with a colleague who offers a complimentary service; offer a free
Breakthrough Session to all their current or past clients.
Attend 3+ new networking events in the next week or month; invite at least 3
new peeps into Breakthrough Sessions at each one.
Create a survey; offer Breakthrough Sessions.
Follow up with everyone you’ve had a Transformational Selling Conversation
with in the past 90 days and ask them how it’s been going since the last time
you talked.
Follow up with all potential client inquiries from the past 90 days and offer your
latest program.
Follow up with everyone you’ve met at an event or networking meeting in the
past 90 days; make them an offer or ask for referrals.
Host a talk or house party.
Send an email to your list, if you have one.
Add your business to Yelp, GoogleLocal and YahooLocal; ask your current
clients, past clients, friends and family to post reviews.
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10+ Places Where Awesome High-Paying Clients Are
Already Hanging Out
Current clients and past clients
Your friends and people in your database (email list)
Networking groups
Professional groups or associations that your clients belong to
Groups you’re already a part of
Places where people in your niche spend time
Workshops and seminars others give
Workshops, teleseminars and free classes that YOU give
Partnerships and strategic alliances
Social networking (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
Doing what you love (volunteering, book clubs, biking clubs, etc)
Telesummits and virtual speaking opportunities
Alumni groups
Your peers (health coaches if you’re a health coach, marketing coaches if
you’re a marketing coach, etc)
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ABOUT Elizabeth Purvis
Elizabeth Purvis is a mentor to
thousands of conscious women
entrepreneurs around the
world, teaching them how to
price, package and market
their services so they create
extraordinary income and
impact.
She is the founder of Goddess
Business School®, which delivers
a proven path to create a
sustainable 6-figure transformational
business that can change the world.
As a mentor and
online entrepreneur, Elizabeth created her
first 6-figure income in under 6 months
as a certified coach, then went on to create
a total of nearly 2 million in revenue in just 4 years. Using her systems, Elizabeth’s clients
and students have achieved phenomenal results, including quadrupling their incomes
in just a few short weeks, multiple 5-figure launches, launching and filling their own highend programs, and more. She is the recipient of the 2011 Outstanding Achievement
in the Business of Coaching Award from the International Association Of Women In
Coaching (IAWC).
Above all, Elizabeth is a stand for the creative and financial empowerment of women
through conscious entrepreneurship. Her work is dedicated to creating a world where
conscious women are the new models for wealth, influence, power and success.
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Discover A Simple System To Attract High-Paying Clients
And Consistently Add $5,000 - $10,000
To Your Business Every Month
More clients, income and a lifestyle you love.
Welcome to Goddess Business School®!

Are you ready to…
Make phenomenal money from your gifts
Create the business & lifestyle you dream of
Shift the money paradigm and model empowered financial abundance
Be a powerful force for change in the world…
… all on YOUR terms?
At Goddess Business School®, you’ll learn the shortcuts to go from startup to sustainable
to 6-figures and beyond – everything you need to add $5,000-$10,000+ to your
business, consistently.
What sets us apart? Proven systems, private 1-on-1 support and training that works with
your busy lifestyle.
It’s time for you to be as financially successful as you are spiritually successful. We can
help.
To learn more about our programs and enjoy a 30-minute Income & Impact session
with one of our trained coaches, go to:

www.GoddessBusinessSchool.com/ii-sessions
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